
IMPORTANT DATES
Tuesday, Nov 2--No school! 
Thursday, Nov 4--Chick-Fil-A spirit night
Friday, Nov 5--SOTM Celebration 1:15pm
Monday, Nov 8--Market Day
Thursday, Nov 11--Coffee Chat 8:00 am
Friday, Nov 12--Veterans Day Celebration
Thursday, Nov 18--Papa John’s Spirit Night
Monday, Nov 22_-Friday, Nov 
26--Thanksgiving Break 
Wednesday, Dec 22--Early Release Day
Thursday, Dec 23-Friday, Jan 7-Winter 
Break (Students back, Monday, Jan 10)

Number Talks
Number Talks are daily 

math problems that help 
students build their mental 
math strategies. They help 
students understand numbers 
and how to work with them, 
without the use of pencil and 
paper. You probably do 
them all the time and simply 
don’t realize it. Let your child 
teach you a number strategy 
that we are working on in 
class. 

       2 x 19             4 x 49 
       5 x 19             5 x 29 

 Curriculum Corner
We are so thankful that 
parents are involved and 
helping their children at 
home. In the next few weeks, 
we will be teaching 
multiplication and division. 
We will begin by using 
different strategies, such as 
partial products, area model, 
and expanded form. These 
are very different from how 
we learned math, but it really 
helps student understand the 
processes better.  Please, do 
not show them the algorithm 
(the way we learned) yet. 
We will get to that soon! 

EIP Chat
Adding and subtracting three-digit numbers is 
an important 4th grade skill. Try and do one 

every two days with your child. Remind them 
to stack the numbers on top of each other, and 
to make sure that the place values line up. You 

can also remind them to start in the ones 
place, and work their way across, regrouping as 
needed. One way to make this more engaging 
is to pretend you are adding and subtracting 

something fun, like cookies!

 Compassion
Congratulations to 

Zeccariah in Ms. K’s class 
and Alivia Norton from 
Ms. Speed’s class for 

being selected by their 
classmates as the Student 
of the Month for showing 

compassion to all 
students and teachers. 



Area Model
This area diagram (below) for 18 x 12 builds on the students’ 
understanding of area, and allows students to visualize all of the parts 
that are multiplied and then added to get the total product: 

Partial Products 
The partial products strategy is built on 
the idea of children thinking of numbers 
in pieces. We begin with children 
looking at problems horizontally so that 
they are more concerned with 
decomposing the number into its pieces 
than a procedure for solving the 
problem.

Grid Method
This strategy asks students 
to use the expanded form 
of numbers. 

Standard 
Algorithm 

Please refer to other 
strategies first. 


